
  The Collection #45

By Astrid Schipper
astridschipper.blogspot.nl

Materials used for all cards:
Die-cut and embossing machine, Inkpads: Versafi ne black, Memento de luxe (Wedding Dress), Stamps: CS079 (Dutch Christmas 
Sentiments), Design paper bloc: PK9128 (Nordic Winter), Papicolor card: Original celeste/light blue (942), dark brown (938) and 
olive green (945), Metallic 330 (pearl white), Recycled grey kraft, Snowpaper: CA3104

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0378 (Fir), LR0441 
(Tiny’s Log Cabin), LR0442 (Tiny’s 
Reindeer), LR0444 (Horizon 
with Trees), Stamps: TC0843 
(Tiny’s Pinetrees), TC0844 (Tiny’s 
Icicles), Inkpads: Versafi ne 
smokey grey, Versamark, Distress 
ink: brushed corduroy, Embossing 
powder: DC opaque bright white, 
Decoupage sheet: IT588 (Tiny’s 
Winter), Decoration paper: 
CA3127 (silver), Heat tool

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0378 (Fir), LR0442 
(Tiny’s Reindeer), LR0444 
(Horizon with Trees), Design 
Folder/embossing folder: DF3429 
(Sparkles), Distress ink: brushed 
corduroy, Decoupage sheet: IT587 
(Tiny’s Winter), Decoration paper: 
CA3127 (silver)

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0443 (Austrian 
Village), LR0444 (Horizon with 
Trees), Stamps: TC0843 (Tiny’s 
Pinetrees), TC0844 (Tiny’s 
Icicles), Inkpads: Versafi ne 
smokey grey, Versamark, 
Embossing powder: DC opaque 
bright white, Anthracite card, 
Decoupage sheet: IT587 (Tiny’s 
Winter), Dutchdoobadoo stencil: 
triptych, Heat tool

Cut a blue 15 x 25 cm strip and score folds at 7.5 cm and 10 
cm; cut off fl ap slantwise. Cut two single cards: white 14.5 
x 14.5 cm and design paper 14 x 14 cm; adhere to the card. 
Cut a triangle from white and design paper and adhere to 
the fl ap. Stamp the row of trees onto the card. Adhere the 
die-cut row of trees slightly lower. Stamp the snow border 
using Versamark ink and sprinkle embossing powder on 
top. Heat with a heat t  ool u ntil the powder melts. Cut out 
the snow border and adhere to the card. Tear two different 
strips of snow paper and adhere the highest one to the card. 
A  dhere the picture to a slightly bigger circle of silver card 
and adhere to the card. Die-cut the log cabin from brown and 
the roof from snow paper. Ink the log cabin while still in the 
die, using white ink. Remove and adhere the white roof. Die-
cut the reindeer from kraft card and work with distress ink. 
Adhere the reindeer, the trees and the snow borders to the 
fl ap. Stamp the text and fi nish off.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm blue single-fold card and three single cards: 
white 14.5 x 14.5 cm and 12 x 12 cm, design paper 14 x 14 
cm. Emboss the white 12 x 12 cm card with the embossing 
folder. Adhere the picture to a slightly bigger circle of silver 
card and adhere all layers to the card. Die-cut the row of 
trees from green, work with white ink and adhere to the 
card, together with the big tree. Die-cut the reindeer from 
kraft and work with distress ink. Tear two different strips of 
snow paper and adhere to the fl ap, together with the tree 
and reindeer. Stamp the text onto a white oval and fi nish off 
the card.

Trace the Dutchdoobadoo stencil onto blue card and cut out. 
Use white card for the smaller size and design paper for a 
size even smaller. Adhere together. Adhere the picture to the 
centre and stamp a row of trees onto the fl aps. Tear 3x two 
borders from snow paper. Adhere the highest one to the card 
and the die-cut row of trees to the fl aps. Stamp the snow 
border 3x onto a strip of white card, using Versamark ink, 
and sprinkle embossing powder on top (see cover card). Cut 
out the snow borders, cut to size and adhere to the card. 
Die-cut the houses and church from two card colours, cut out 
and adhere together. Then adhere them with the trees and 
snow borders to the card. Stamp the text onto white card 
and fi nish off the card.



Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card and three single 
cards: design paper 14.5 x 14.5 cm, silver card 12.5 x 12.5 cm 
and white card 12 x 12 cm. Emboss the white card with the 
embossing folder; work with PanPastel. Stamp the snow border 
onto a white strip, using Versamark ink, and sprinkle embossing 
powder on top (see cover card). Cut out the snow border. Adhere 
all parts together. Die-cut the trees from white card and work 
with PanPastel. Die-cut the log cabin from brown and the roof 
from snow paper. Ink the log cabin while still in the die. Remove 
and adhere the roof. Die-cut the reindeer from kraft card and 
work with distress ink. Tear two different strips of snow paper 
and adhere to the card, together with the log cabin and the 
reindeer. Stamp the text onto white card and fi nish off the card.

Cut a 21 x 10.5 cm top-fold card and adhere 20.5 x 10 cm 
baby blue card and 20 x 9.5 cm design paper. D ie-cut the fl oes 
2x from snow paper, cut off the bottom in a straight line and 
adhere. Stamp the sign with the text ‘North Pole’ onto white, cut 
out and adhere. Die-cut two circles, one from design paper and 
the other from baby blue card. Stamp the text onto the baby 
blue circle and layer onto the one from design paper. Adhere 
them with a folded piece of lace behind it in the left top corner. 
Die-cut Santa and the sleigh and adhere. Tie a piece of wax cord 
to Santa’s hand and the other end to the sleigh. Die-cut the 
husky and adhere to the sleigh. Finish off the card.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm top-fold card. Cut 14 x 14 cm baby blue card 
and adhere with a border of sweet lace behind it. Cut 13.5 x 
13.5 cm design paper and adhere. Cut a 14 x 4 cm strip from 
design paper and adhere in the centre. Die-cut the doily star 
from design paper and adhere. Die-cut a circle from baby blue 
card, stamp the text and adhere to the doily star. Finish off the 
card as per example.

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0378 (Fir), 
LR0441 (Tiny’s Log Cabin), 
LR0442 (Tiny’s Reindeer), 
Design Folder/embossing 
folder: DF3430 (Forest), Stamp: 
TC0844 (Tiny’s Icicles), Inkpad: 
Versamark, Distress ink: 
brushed corduroy, Embossing 
powder: DC opaque bright 

white, PanPastel: 560.8 Phthalo Blue Tint, 680.1 Bright Yellow 
Green Ex. Dark and 780.3, Raw umber Shade, Decoration paper: 
CA3127 (silver)

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1340 (Eline’s 
Santa-stamp used), COL1391 
(Eline’s Santa), COL1415 
(Eline’s Sleigh and Floe), 
Craftables: CR1331 (Basic set-
Circles), Papicolor card: light 
pink (923), salmon pink (925), 

mouse grey (944), Decoration paper: silver, Wax cord: white

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1369 (Eline’s 
Reindeer),COL1370 (Eline’s 
Polar Bear), COL1413 (Eline’s 
Snow man), Creatables: LR0397 
(Doily Star), Papicolor card: 
aprikot (924)

By Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1414 (Eline’s Husky), Craftables: CR1335 (Punch die-Snowfl akes), Stamps: CS0980 (Christmas Sentiments), Inkpads: 
Memento tuxedo black, Versa Color: old rose (57), Design paper bloc: PB7048 (Eline’s Silver Stars), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft 
white (321), Original raven black (901), pearly-white (930), baby blue (956), Snow paper: CA3104, Diamond gems: JU0392 (clear), 
Gel pen: white, Sweet lace: JU0934 (Tiara) 



Cut kraft into a 15 x 15 cm single-fold card. Cut  glitter paper 
into two 14.5 x 14.5 cm squares and design paper into 14 x 14 
cm. Die-cut the stencils from gravel and kraft. Ink the edges of 
all papers with distress ink. Adhere them to the front of the card 
and cut out the aperture. Adhere the picture and the other parts 
inside the card. 
Secure the fl owers and leaves with 3D-glue. Make the tassels and 
adhere to the front of the card, together with a bow made of 
lace and seambinding. Finish the fl owers off with pearl kernels.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm mouse grey 
single-fold card, score the front 
at 7.5 cm and fold back. Cut 
glitter paper into 14.5 x 14.5 
cm and two strips of 7 x 14.5 
cm. Cut design paper into 14 x 
14 cm and two strips of 6,5 x 

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm black 
single-fold card and adhere 12 
x 12 cm design paper on top. 
Die-cut the largest stencil 
of the set from black design 
papers with different prints and 
make a circle. Layer on the card 
and draw a decorative line with 
a white gel pen. 
Die-cut the parts for the tree 

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm black 
single-fold card and layer 10.5 
x 10.5 cm glitter paper and 10 
x 10 cm design paper on top.  
Use a white gel pen to draw 
freehand decorative lines.
Die-cut the stencils of the set 
from different colours of design 
paper and decorate them too. 
Use the stencil of Santa Claus 

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0389 (Tassel 
Deco), Decoupage sheet Mattie: 
MB0162 (Winter Animals-Foxes, 
Ducks), Papicolor card: Recy-
cled kraft grey (322)

By Marjan van der Wiel
marjanvanderwiel.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Creatables: LR0445 (Anja’s Circle XL), LR0435 (Petra’s Poinsettia), LR0437 (Petra’s Twigs set), LR0438 (Petra’s Larch), Inkpad: brown, 
Distress ink: walnut stain, Decoupage sheet Mattie: MB0163 (Winter Animals-Hedgehogs), Design paper bloc: PK9128 (Nordic 
Winter), Papicolor card: Original mouse grey (944), Brilliant gravel (161), Glitter paper: white, Brad, Lace and seambinding, Pearls 
kernels

By Marianne Perlot
mariannedesign.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1385 (Set Christmas dies), CR1321 (Punch die-Stars), Collectables: COL1391 (Santa Claus), Die-cut and embossing 
machine, Design paper bloc: PB7048 (Eline’s Silver Stars), Glitter paper: CA3121 (gold), Papicolor card: Recycled kraft black (321), 
Original carnation white (903), Gel pens: white, black, gold and silver (Bruynzeel Sakura), Glue: (Aleene’s tacky glue)

14 cm. Die-cut the stencils from gravel and mouse grey card. In k 
the edges of the card and paper with distress ink. Stamp the text 
onto the circle and mat on mouse grey card. Adhere all layers to 
the card. Secure the fl owers and leaves with 3D-glue and fi nish 
them off with pearl kernels.

and decorate with a white gel pen as well. Adhere the tree to the 
card and fi nish off with a glitter star.

to die-cut the angel’s face, this circle is approximately 23 mm Ø. 
Use the largest stencil for the dress of the angel, the two one but 
largest for the wings and the smallest one for the collar. Dr   aw an 
arched line on the head with a black pen. This will be the hair 
band for the star. Use a gold-coloured pen to colour in the circle 
above the arched line. Draw a few loose hairs or curls under the 
line. Ad here the parts together and decorate with a gold-coloured 
star. The pose of the angel can be adjusted by placing the wings 
differently.
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Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1374 (Box card), 
Creatables: LR0434 (Barrel), 
Lint: JU0810 (green)

Cut a 28.8 x 13.5 cm pearly white strip and score at 9.6 and 
19,2 cm. Fold the card as per example. Die-cut the stencil of 
the box card 3x from black kraft and adhere these parts to 
the folded card. Cut off the white card in shape. 
Die-cut the stencil of the box card 2x from design paper 
and 1x from stamping paper. Cut these parts 2,5 cm smaller. 
Adhere one piece of design paper to the left-hand side of the 
card. Adhere a contrasting piece of design paper to the other 
design paper and cut off in line with the layer underneath. 
Stamp cobwebs onto the white stamping paper and colour in 
with distress ink. Then adhere to the centre of the card. 
Finish off the card with a doily, insects, a broom, ribbon, a 
kitty, pumpkins and a barrel.

By Sigrid Klingenberg
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1383 (Punch die-Spiders and Insects), Creatables: LR0430 (Leaf Doily), LR0431 (Tiny’s Pumpkins), LR0432 (Kitty), 
LR0433 (Broom), Die-cut and embossing machine, Clear stamps: TC0841 (Tiny’s Border-Cobwebs), Inkpad: watermark and black ink, 
Embossing powder: white, Stamping paper: white, Decoupage sheet: VK9549 (Halloween), Design paper bloc: PK9138 (Canadian 
Fall), Distress ink: abandoned coral, black soot, carved pumpkin, dusty concord, forest moss, gathered twigs, mustard seed, pine 
needles, rusty hinge, scattered straw, vintage photo, wilted violet, Papicolor card: pearly white (930) and carnation white (903), 
Recycled kraft brown (323), black (324), orange (325), night blue (326), purple (327) and green (328), Ribbon: JU0830 (purple), 
Sand paper

General instructions:
Work the edges of the paper with distress ink black soot. 
Work the coloured kraft with sand paper. 
Stamp the large cobwebs onto white stamping paper using watermark ink and sprinkle embossing powder on top. Heat the image 
with a heat tool until the powder melts into smooth white lines. 
Colour in the paper with distress ink dusty concord, rusty hinge, scattered straw and wilted violet. Stamp the smaller cobwebs with 
black ink. Die-cut the pumpkins from carnation white and work with the following colours of distress ink: abandoned coral, black 
soot, carved pumpkin, forest moss, gathered twigs, mustard seed, pine needles and vintage photo.

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm white 
single-fold card and mount 
14 x 14 cm black kraft on 
top. Cut design paper into 
13.5 x 13.5 cm, 13.5 x 8 cm 
and a 13.5 x 2 cm strip. 
Cut a 9 x 9 cm square from 
stamping paper. Stamp 
cobwebs onto it and colour 
in with distress ink. 
Cut out a cardtopper, mat on 

black kraft and trim leaving a 2.5 mm wide border. 
Adhere all layers to the card and fi nish off the corners with a 
doily, insects, a broom, ribbon, a kitty and pumpkins.
 


